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Abstract. Mobile Id approach provides a contactless and secure identification process. Standardization towards a common scheme is important
to ensure wide-spread adoption through cross-country and cross-region
interoperability. Therefore mobile identification has seen enormous attention both by platform vendors and researchers. In this work we discuss a
novel mobile identification approach that is based on oblivious identity
to ensure improved privacy protection and identification data at rest protection. The mobile identification approach addresses the development
of the interfaces to connect users’ identities to their real-world physical
identities by integrating with officially issued eIDs through bridging with
eIDAS, STORK, or electronic driving licenses. In particular we present
the initial validation for mobile identification of distributed virtual iDP
cryptographic infrastructure for mobile ID use cases. The key aim is to
show the particular steps needed in order to perform thorough testing in
new cryptographic approaches that aim to be applied in real life application through presented first pilots. Evaluating these prototypes and also
evaluating them with other stakeholders in order to identify a wider deployment for business development and exploitation. Initial testing and
validation results of the proposed mobile identification approach are encouraging and promising showing strong privacy preservation outcomes.
Keywords: mobile ID · digital identity · oblivious design.
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Introduction

Identification through mobile devices is possible to support secure and safe id
verification both in person or in remote based approaches using appropriate architectures. Lots of focus on face to face verification identity has been given
in the recent years. Towards the seamless connectivity and communication of
mobile id approaches, standardization plays an outstanding role to allow interoperability while ensuring key security measures and risk mitigation approaches.
Identity verification is used for several occasions everyday. Proving identity fully
or partially is needed to access age controlled products (i.e. tobacco), to pick-up
registered mail and parcels, to perform physical access control in facilities and

buildings and it can even be applied in most recent flow control events as to
allow traffic during COVID-19 restriction measures world-wide [1].
Therefore bringing ID into the mobile has seen enormous attention both
by industry and academia using a number of different approaches [10]. In this
work, we discuss a novel mobile identification approach that is based on oblivious
identity [9] to ensure improved privacy protection and identification data at rest
protection [7]. The mobile identification in this work addresses the development
of the interfaces to connect users’ identities to real-world physical identities by
integrating with officially issued eIDs through bridging with eIDAS, STORK, or
electronic driving licenses.
This work studies the real working pilots design and approach. The aim is
to analyze the possible deployment approaches and the initial working concepts
of the mobile solution of corresponding to a mobile identification use case. We
include the initial feedback to confirm deployment is aligned to the requirements
defined from the real-world situations.
In the online approach, the holder of the mobile Driver Licence (mDL) must
be online during the whole process of both registration and verification. On
the other hand, the mDL verifier must be online only during the setup phase, in
order to get the public key from the virtual Idenity Provider (vIdP) [6]. Then the
verification process shall be performed in offline mode, since no other information
is needed from the vIdP. From the mDL holder’s perspective, we suppose he
already possesses a digitally signed mDL on his mobile device (i.e. smartphone,
tablet, smart POS), which’s authenticity is certified by the corresponding Issuing
Authority.
In the offline scenario, the mDL holder is online during the registration process but goes offline during the verification process. The same holds for the mDL
verifier, since his device must be online during the setup phase, but the verification process is made in offline mode. From the mDL holder’s perspective, we
suppose he already possesses a certified mDL on his mobile device. [6].
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Related Work

Privacy Attribute-Based Credentials (P-ABCs) Figure 1 [9] presents a possible
algorithmic approach to achieve pseudo-anonymity and minimum disclosure of
data. P-ABCs are based on the similar “offline” architecture as X.509 digital
certificates. A key difference between X509 certificates and P-ABC credentials
is that the latter provide a tool to derive specialized one-time tokens that only
reveal the minimum needed number of pieces of information [9].
An advanced design for P-ABCs are distributed P-ABCs (dP-ABC). The
dP-ABC Credential Management module on the IdP needs to manage the cryptographic material for the scheme. Moreover, it provides the credentials for each
user. The analysis of the cryptographic techniques that are being developed
for distributed P-ABCs in ObLivious Identity and Management for Private and
User-friendly Services are presented further in [3]. ObLivious Identity and Management for Private and User-friendly Services [9] are privacy-preserving identity

Fig. 1. p-ABC Architectural Approach

provision services that use distributed cryptography to distribute the functionality and cryptographic computations of the IdP across multiple authorities, so
that no single authority can impersonate or track its users.
Although proposals such as Identity Mixer [8], Distributed Password [7]
or European projects such as ARIES [5] represent promising and efficient approaches for the deployment of P-ABC systems, their adoption remains to be
seen [4].
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Online Distributed Token Approach

The workflow from the mDL holder’s and mDL verifier’s perspective can be
described using the following step-by-step approach in the online case.
VERIFIER SETUP:
For setting up the mDL verifier application, the verifier needs to start it and
press the setup button, in order to obtain the public key from the vIdP server.
Once the key is successfully received, the mDL verifier application is ready to
perform verifications.
VERIFICATION:
A verification procedure may start when the mDL verifier initiates a connection with the mDL holder’s device, in order to send the policy that the holder
needs to fulfill. When the policy is received by the mDL holder application, the
mDL holder will see which attributes shall be revealed to the mDL verifier. If
the mDL holder chooses to accept the policy, a request is performed from the
mDL holder application to the vIdP, in order to provide the mDL holder with a
token for the specified policy. After receiving the token, the mDL holder application forwards the token to the mDL verifier, so that he can proceed with the
verification process. Once the token is sent from the mDL holder application, the
mDL verifier can verify it against the public key obtained during setup. In the
end, a message about the result of the verification appears on the mDL verifier
application screen.

The main advantage of this approach is that during every verification, the
most updated identification attributes are used in order to generate a token, so
the mDL verifier can be sure that he verifies the mDL holder against updated
personal information. On the other hand, this approach requires that the mDL
holder has an online connection established throughout the whole verification
procedure.
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Offline scenario dP-ABC credentials

The offline case is quite different, since only the setup phase requires an online
connection. As a result, the mDL verifier application is setup with the same
steps, described in the previous section. The verification procedure though is
now performed following the process described below.
VERIFICATION:
In an offline verification, the mDL verifier initiates a connection with the
mDL holder’s device, in order to send the policy that the holder needs to fulfill.
When the policy is received by the mDL holder application, the mDL holder will
see which attributes shall be revealed to the mDL verifier. Up to this point, the
procedure follows the same steps as in the online scenario. This time though, if
the mDL holder chooses to accept the policy, it is the mDL holder application and
not the vIdP that shall generate a token based on the credentials acquired from
enrolment procedure and the policy received from the verifier. After generating
the token, the mDL holder application forwards it to the mDL verifier, in order to
proceed with the verification process. The mDL verifier receives the token from
the mDL holder application and verifies it against the public key obtained during
setup. As in the online scenario, the verifier needs no further communication
with the vIdP, after acquiring the public key, so the whole verification procedure
is performed in offline mode. In the end, a message about the result of the
verification appears on the mDL verifier application screen.
With this approach, there is no need for the mDL holder to be connected
during verification, thus he can be verified and make use of the requested service
at any time needed. On the other hand, the mDL verifier can perform verification
based on the personal information that is currently stored in the mDL holder’s
device. We expect though, that the mDL holder updates his info in a regular
base, in order to avoid expiration.
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Architecture and Integration

The following sections describe how the integration was performed between each
component and the current state overall.
5.1

Interfaces

The mDL applications for both holder and verifier need to communicate with
the vIdP. From the holder’s side, there is the need to create an account to the

vIdP which includes the holder’s personal information, that would be available
for authentication, depending on the verification requirements. There is also the
need for token creation, that would be generated either directly from the vIdP
in the online scenario or from the mDL holder in the offline scenario. The latter
is possible by utilizing the dP-ABC Client component, which can store the mDL
holder’s credentials, obtained from the vIdP during enrolment, and use them
anytime later in order to create tokens for the specified policies in offline mode.
The interfaces used for the aforementioned procedures can be viewed in Figure 2
and Figure 3.

Fig. 2. Interfaces for mDL Holder (online scenario)

From the verifier’s side, either for the online or for the offline scenario, the
only connection needed to be established with the vIdP, is made on the setup
phase for acquiring the public key that shall be used during verification.
5.2

Components

From the previous section, we can easily understand that there are quite a number of modules being used for the mDL use case. The two basic ones for this
testing scenario are the mDL holder application and the mDL verifier application. These two applications allow us to demonstrate the mDL use case by
pretending to have a real mDL holder that is being verified against a certain
policy (i.e. proof that the holder’s age is above a certain limit) by an mDL verifier. Currently two different systems are supporting the online and the offline
scenario.
In the online scenario, the Distributed Authentication Client module is utilized in order to perform registration and authorization. This module establishes
a connection with the vIdP server in order to create a new user account, store the

Fig. 3. Interfaces for mDL Holder (offline scenario)

mDL holder’s personal information and provide to the holder an authorization
token compliant to a specific policy. In the offline scenario, this part is played by
the dP-ABC Client component. The main difference between these two modules
is that the dP-ABC Client component needs to store the mDL holder’s P-ABC
credentials, in order to be able to generate tokens in offline mode at a later
point in time. On the contrary, the Distributed Authentication Client module
does not need to store information about the mDL holder and directly forwards
the generated token from the vIdP to the mDL holder application.
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Design and development of components

Currently, for the mDL use case we have been focusing on the offline scenario for
the first pilot deployment. We are expecting though that dealing only with the
offline scenario will pay back when we turn to the online one, not only because
of the feedback that would be received from the first demo testing, but also
from all the issues that already have been overcome through this initial offline
implementation of the mDL use case.
6.1

The mDL Issuing Authority

The mDL Issuing authority role is performed by an instance of the vIdP.
As an initial vIdP pilot deployment process for the offline scenario, three
instances of the Proactively Secure Distributed Single Sign-On (PESTO) IdP
were deployed as an embedded servlet container. These three instances would
provide distribution during all mDL holder’s actions, such as enrollment, adding
identification attributes and issuing credentials. Additionally, all instances are

aware of the existence of the rest IdP instances and each one of them is configured
with a JSON file that is used during each PESTO IdP startup phase.
For the offline scenario pilot, the mDL holder application connects to the
three IdPs via dP-ABC client interface, while the mDL verifier application utilizes the dP-ABC verifier interface in order to connect to the vIdP. These two
interfaces provide all the needed functionalities from a single point, and as a
result both mDL applications are able to perform client registration, identity
attachment, credential issuance and token verification, accordingly.
6.2

The mDL Apps

For the offline mDL scenario, two applications have been implemented, one for
the mDL holder and one for the mDL verifier. They are implemented in such
a way that the mDL holder application initiates the mDL verifier application
while sending the authentication token.
With the mDL holder application, the holder is able to create his own account
at the vIdP, by registering with a username and password of his choice. The
implemented application gathers the typed credentials and the mDL holder’s
personal information from the mDL he possesses and sends all needed data to
the vIdP, in order to create an account and store the holder’s personal info.
The result of this procedure is shown to the mDL holder with an appropriate
message.
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Evaluation

The following sections describe how the demonstrations that took place for the
offline scenario should be replicated, as well as the testing plan for the mDL use
case. In the experimental prototype section functionality testing is presented to
show that the basic necessary mDL use case functions are covered focusing on
mDL initialization (also called sign-up) and the verification process for valid
and invalid cases. Next, unit testing and integration testing is described, where
the mDL has been interconnected and adapted to use distributed and oblivious
approach. We have verified that the all modules are communicating successfully
and in a valid manner.
7.1

Functional Verification of the Experimental Prototype

For demonstrating the mDL use case, two Android mobile applications were
developed, one for the mDL holder and one for the mDL verifier. The mDL
holder application needs to be online during the enrollment phase. We assume
that the holder already possesses a digitally signed mDL on his device. After a
successful registration, the mDL holder application presents the holder’s personal
information on the screen. The holder is able to request his P-ABC credentials
from the vIdP and go offline (Figure 4). Now he can generate at any time needed
the authentication token which fulfils the policy that the mDL holder application

supports. This policy is checking the name and the age of the mDL holder for a
standardized age verification process.

Fig. 4. mDL Holder app - Credentials Request and Result

The mDL verifier application needs to be online only during the setup phase.
When the verifier starts the verifier application, he just needs to press the
“Setup” button, in order to acquire the public key from the vIdP and prepare
his application for verification procedure. After that, he can go offline and wait
for a token to be received.
In order for the holder to be verified, he needs to press the “Send Token”
button in the mDL holder application, in order to generate a token for the
supported policy and forward it to the verifier. After this action, the mDL verifier
application appears and the verifier may now press the “Verify” button. The
verification procedure shall start, in order to check the name and the age of the
mDL holder and the result will appear on the screen with a proper message
(Figure 5).
Within demo scope, there is one more button added in the mDL holder
application that simulates the case of a fraud holder. What this button does is
to alternate the signature of the P-ABC credentials received from the vIdP before
generating the authentication token. If this button is pressed during verification
process, the mDL verifier application shall show a message of failed verification
(Figure 6).

Fig. 5. mDL Verifier app - Successful age and name verification

Fig. 6. mDL Holder and Verifier app - Failed age and name authentication (b)

7.2

Unit and Integration testing plans

Currently the testing plan for the mDL use case involves unit and integration
testing. As a first step, unit tests were created in order to test small parts
of implementation for the two mDL applications under development. At the

moment, we have reached a stage where servers are hosting the vIdP integrated
system and the mDL applications are connected to them in order to perform the
registration and verification procedures.
Unit tests were developed in two phases. At first, simple parts of the implementation were developed along with the user interface, in order to have a
basic skeleton for our applications. During this phase, no communication was
supported with external systems. On a next level, a first stable version of the
new cryptographic system proposed in OLYMPUS was available, with support
of dP-ABC credentials. The whole process of registration and verification was
tested, with the cryptographic modules being set up in a local server. The same
process was also followed when the whole Olympus integrated vIdP system was
hosted in one partner’s server for the demo tests.
In all the testing steps mentioned above, both successful and failed scenarios
were tested, so that the integrity of not only the two developed mobile applications, but also of the whole Olympus system would be tested. The results of
unit and integration tests have been positive and promising.
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Conclusions and Future Work

As we reached the middle of the timeline of the project, there has been a lot of
work being done for the development of not only the new cryptographic systems
proposed in this project, but also the demo pilots that shall be used for the
testing of the aforementioned systems. Yet, there are further steps to be done
for having a fully functional integration of the mDL pilot with the rest of the
system, whose development is still ongoing.
A further addition would be to securely store data in the devices of the mDL
holder and the mDL verifier. With this extension, the two mobile applications
shall have all required data, which were already acquired, available for later
usage.
Last but not least, the online version of distributed token shall also be supported in the mDL pilot at a later time. With this extension, the mDL holder
will be able to get online the token that complies with the policy specified by the
mDL verifier he encountered and pass it straight ahead to the verifier’s device
in order to proceed with the verification.
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